
Take the hassle out  
of device management

HP DEVICE AS A SERVICE

HP Device as a Service 
(DaaS) makes the most 
of your resources and 
budgets

IT has become more crucial to the success of business, yet routine device 
management work often takes too much attention from other essential initiatives 
like digital transformation and security. The shortage of IT workers is not new, and 
finding and retaining talent is hard. In a global survey of technologists conducted by 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 73% of respondents  
said filling open tech positions is difficult.1

HP DaaS helps relieve IT departments of routine burdens. DaaS gives your 
organization the right devices, repair services, and AI-driven analytics in a 
predictable payment with flexible terms to optimize your cash flow.2,3

MAKE THE MOST OF INVESTMENTS 

Leverage HP global device provisioning 
capabilities,  world-class care, and 
AI-driven analytics to manage  
your device lifecycle costs.4

FREE UP CASH FLOW 

Manage your budget with predictable 
payments, and prioritize allocations 
based on your business needs.

 

IMPROVE THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE 

Use insightful analytics to fine-tune 
your employee experience and support 
high satisfaction and productivity.



 
THE RIGHT DEVICES FOR ANY JOB

HP has you covered with a comprehensive portfolio 
of multi-OS hardware, including our most secure 
and manageable Windows and Chrome Enterprise 
notebooks, desktops, and workstations.5

Reduce IT complexity to  
move your business forward

 
SUPPORT FOR MAXIMUM UPTIME

Protect your employees from disruption, with options 
like Next Business Day Onsite, Accidental Damage 
Protection, and Defective Media Retention services to 
help reduce downtime. Add services such as HP Care 
Packs or HP Active Care for even more warranty and 
support coverage.

 
INSIGHTFUL AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

AI-driven analytics deliver insights into devices, 
applications, and usage, making the most of your IT 
investment. Whether you manage devices yourself or 
have HP manage them, you can monitor device health 
and performance across manufacturers and platforms.

 
BUILT FOR EVERY BUDGET

With your budget in mind, HP Device as a Service makes 
it easy and comfortable to adopt new technology into 
your existing environment while reducing IT sourcing 
costs. HP Financial Services offers a flexible payment 
solution with terms that scale to your business, or bring 
your own private partner or third-party financing.

Minimize your security risk

Strengthen your organization’s IT security posture,  
reduce the risk of endpoint breaches, and improve license  
compliance. Gain the best first line of defense with built-in 
security capabilities on HP devices,  security insights,  
and additional monitoring.6,7

With HP Device as a Service, you can easily add extra  
layers of protection and tailor your experience with  
additional HP Wolf Security Services.8
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1 SHRM stat, “IT Workers Will Be Hard to Find and Keep in 2022,” December 13, 2021, https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/technology/pages/it-workers-
will-be-hard-find-keep-2022.aspx

2 HP Proactive Insights or HP Active Care is required. 
3 Payment solutions may be available through HP Integrated Financial Solutions endorsed financial partners, subject to country location, credit approval, and 
other restrictions. Not all services or offers may be available and not all customers may qualify. HP Integrated Financial Solutions’ Partners may change or cancel 
program at any time without notice.

4 HP Device Provisioning Services is not included and is a separate add-on.
5 For full system requirements, please visit www.hpdaas.com/requirements. The HP Chromebox Enterprise G2, HP Chromebook Enterprise 14A G5, and HP 
Chromebook Enterprise x360 14E G1 are currently available as a service via HP DaaS.

6 HP Elite devices include HP Sure Click and HP Sure Sense.
7 Monitoring is available with HP Proactive Insights, or with an HP Wolf Security Services add-on.
8 HP Wolf Security Services are not included and can be added and integrated into any Device as a Service solution.

Find out how HP Device as a Service can help you cut costs, increase employee productivity,                          
reduce IT workload, and strengthen endpoint security.

LEARN MORE AT HP.COM/DAAS

https://www.hp.com/us-en/services/daas.html?jumpid=va_qs7rz43u6b

